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To expand the integration of synthetic biology in material science, we

quantitatively characterized a bacterial synthetic adhesion toolbox through several

biophysical methods. Specifically, we measured the synthetic adhesins’ turnover

rates, their surface density and spatial distribution, their membrane diffusion rate,

and their intermolecular bond-breaking force. With these parameters, we then

demonstrated how to predict and quantitatively tune the macroscopic properties

of engineered living materials consisting of cells expressing these synthetic

adhesins, which is essential for applications such as bioprinting.
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adhesins for predicting and tuning
engineered living material properties

Stefana A. Costan,1,2 Paul M. Ryan,1,3 Honesty Kim,1 Charles W. Wolgemuth,1,3,4

and Ingmar H. Riedel-Kruse1,2,3,4,5,*
PROGRESS AND POTENTIAL

Synthetic multicellular systems

provide versatile building blocks

for engineered living materials

(ELMs). Precise control of cell-cell

adhesion is crucial for multicellular

material engineering, especially

with synthetic adhesion tools

becoming available recently.

Here, we demonstrate a general

framework for quantitatively

characterizing the key biophysical

parameters of such an adhesion

toolbox. We then demonstrate

how these parameters allow the

prediction and tuning of

macroscopic bacteria-based ELM

properties such as tensile

strength. These results have direct

relevance for bioprinting, where

the ideal bioink should possess

well-defined mechanical and

biological characteristics. More

broadly, this work bridges

synthetic biology and material

science and introduces

mathematical prediction and

rational tuning of ELM properties

for aiding quantitative, model-

supported ELM development.
SUMMARY

Bacterial synthetic multicellular systems are promising platforms for
engineered living materials (ELMs) for medical, biosynthesis, environ-
mental, and smart materials applications. Recent advancements in
genetically encoded adhesion toolkits have enabled precisemanipula-
tion of cell-cell adhesion and the design and patterning of self-assem-
bledmulticellularmaterials. However, in contrast to gene regulation in
synthetic biology, the characterization and control of synthetic adhe-
sins remains limited. Here, we demonstrate the quantitative charac-
terization of a bacterial synthetic adhesion toolbox through various
biophysical methods. We determine key parameters, including num-
ber of adhesins per cell, in-membrane diffusion constant, production
and decay rates, and bond-breaking force between adhesins. With
these parameters, we demonstrate the bottom-up prediction and
quantitative tuning of macroscopic ELM properties (tensile strength)
and, furthermore, that cells inside ELMs are connected only by a small
fraction of available adhesins. These results enable the rational engi-
neering, characterization, andmodeling of other synthetic and natural
adhesins and multicellular consortia.

INTRODUCTION

The emerging discipline of engineered living materials (ELMs) highlights many

outstanding properties over traditional materials, and synthetic biology methods

are a key up-and-coming approach for ELMs.1–5 Cells promise to be versatile and

modular material building blocks for ELMs that can harness the near-unlimited

complexity and functionality of multicellular systems.4,6,7 For example, bacterial syn-

thetic multicellular ‘‘consortia’’ can be used to enable programmable smart materials

and artificial tissues including bioprinting (Figure 1A),1,8 modularizable pathway en-

gineering platforms for natural drug biosynthesis,1 in vivo drug-delivery vehicles,9,10

and build-to-understand biofilm disease models,11 all while being sustainable and

biodegradable.1

The control of cell-cell adhesion is fundamental for multicellular ELMs, as it enables

cells to stick together, allows patterning algorithms (such as self-assembly, differen-

tiation, and potentially synthetic development),4,6,7,12 and also determines macro-

scopic material properties such as viscoelasticity or tensile strength.1,13 Previous

work established a synthetic cell-cell adhesion toolbox in bacteria consisting of a li-

brary of heterophilic nanobody-antigen (Nb-Ag) adhesin pairs that are surface dis-

played on the outer cell membrane7,14 (Figure 1B). This toolbox provides control

over adhesion strength and tunability through chemical inducibility, specificity
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Figure 1. The quantification of the main biophysical parameters for synthetic adhesins is the key for the rational bottom-up engineering of living

bacterial materials including the quantitative and predictable tuning of the material properties

(A) Schematic of engineered living materials (ELMs) made from E. coli bacteria mediated by synthetic adhesins with utility, for example, for 3D

bioprinting.

(B) Schematic of previously engineered synthetic cell-cell adhesin toolbox.7,14

(C) Key biophysical parameters of synthetic adhesins in E. coli are determined (see Table 1 for measured values). Illustrations partially adapted from

Glass and Riedel-Kruse.7
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between adhesion pairs, and homophilic cell-cell interactions between cells due to

composability.7 ELMs at various length scales with interesting properties such as

self-growth, programmability, fast recovery under stretching or bending, and

open-surface microfluidics have already been demonstrated with this synthetic

adhesin toolbox.7,12,15 Additionally, other synthetic cell-cell adhesins have been

developed in both bacterial and eukaryotic systems.16–19

The quantitative and biophysical characterization of such synthetic adhesion

toolboxes is significantly lacking,4–6 but it is key for the bottom-up prediction of

macroscopic material properties from the synthetic building parts, which is also defi-

cient.4,20 This is in stark contrast to synthetic biology at the molecular and gene-reg-

ulatory level, where, for example, synthetic promoter and repressor systems have

been characterized in great detail21,22 and successfully used to quantitatively predict

the behaviors and functionalities of complex genetic circuits.23,24 Synthetic biology

pursues the ability to flexibly engineer many-component systems from libraries of

standardized and well-characterized parts;6,25 consequently, the equivalent charac-

terization of synthetic adhesins for ELMs is key.

This paper presents a general framework for quantifying the key parameters of

synthetic adhesins in Escherichia coli (Figure 1C) that are crucial for engineering syn-

thetic multicellular materials.4,6 Specifically, wemeasure the synthetic adhesins’ pro-

duction and decay rate, their density, their spatial distribution and diffusion inside

the cell membrane, and their intermolecular bond-breaking force (Figure 1C). For

example, the tensile strength and the viscoelasticity1,13 of an ELM may depend on

whether cells can slide past each other and rearrange their relative position and

orientation, which critically depends on the number of adhesins per cell, their stabil-

ity (longevity), their pairwise binding strength (bond-breaking force), and their ability

to move within the cellular membrane. Based on these measured parameters, we

then demonstrate how to predict bottom-up and quantitatively tune the macro-

scopic mechanical properties of an ELM. As a suitable test case, we focus onmaterial

tensile strength, which is relevant for bioprinting among other applications (Fig-

ure 1A).26,27 This generic framework for quantifying synthetic cell adhesin properties

will also support basic science and engineering beyond ELMs.
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Figure 2. The number of synthetic adhesins on the cell surface, its dependencies on inducer concentration, and its spatial distribution are determined

using fluorescent confocal imaging

(A) Representative images of GFP Nb-expressing cells imaged under different conditions along with a wild-type cell for comparison (lines indicating the

cross-sections along which the intensity was quantified—see B; intensity scaled differently in images for better visual clarity).

(B) Fluorescence intensity profiles (log scale) across cells from the varying conditions presented in (A). The peak in the red curve is quantitatively

consistent with the autofluorescence artifact observed for the blue curve and is correspondingly corrected for in the model.

(C) Fluorescence intensity dependency on inducer concentration. Solid line: fit to a Hill function (Equation 1).

(D) Example cell (top) and outline of cell surface (bottom) as analyzed in (E).

(E) Fluorescence intensity distribution of pixel values around an anti-GFP cell under maximal level of induction indicating homogeneous adhesion

distribution over the cell surface (gray bars), fitted to a normal distribution curve (black line).

Data points represent mean G SEM. Scale bars, 1 mm (A and D).
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RESULTS

Number of adhesins and spatial surface distribution

First, we quantified the number of adhesins per E. coli cell by expressing Nb against

GFP at maximum induction (300 ng/mL anhydrous tetracycline [aTc]) on these cells7

and then comparing the fluorescence intensity against a known standard. Spe-

cifically, we labeled the cells with GFP and compared the resulting fluorescence

intensity per cell with a non-fluorescent cell bathed in a solution of known GFP

concentration (365 nM) (Figure 2A and Note S1). We corrected for background

and out-of-focus-plane contributions, similar to previous work28 (Figure 2B). As

1 nM GFP solution corresponds to 0.6 molecules=mm3, the number of adhesin mol-

ecules per cell under maximum induction then is Nadhð300Þ = 15; 300G4;100 (mean

G SEM, henceforth used throughout unless stated otherwise) (n = 20 cells). As GFP

is only labeling the bacterial surface, this corresponds to a surface density of radh =

3;400 G 1,200 adhesins=mm2 given a bacterial cell length and radius of l = 1:80G

0:25 mm and r = 0:40G0:10 mm, respectively (Note S1). At an intermediate induction

of 100 ng/mL aTc—as in many of the following experiments—this would then
Matter 7, 1–19, June 5, 2024 3
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correspond to 7;300G1; 800 adhesins per cell, or a surface density of 1;700G 600. A

potential caveat with this method is that in solution GFP can exist in a bright mono-

meric and a dark oligomeric form,29 which could lead to an overestimation of the ad-

hesin number on the cell surface, as bound GFP are in the monomeric form. Yet our

result is in line with previous work that used a western blotting technique30 (Note S1).

Next, we determined the dependencies of the total adhesin number on aTc inducer

concentration (Figure 2C). We tested aTc concentrations between 0 and 1;000 ng/

mL. We found effective saturation at 300 ng/mL, and we observed unhealthy charac-

teristics at 1; 000 ng/mL (but not below 600 ng/mL), e.g., filamentous growth or lysis

(data not shown). This saturation concentration is consistent with prior work on the

TetR repressor system.31,32 We then fitted the following Hill equation33,34 (Note

S1 and Figure 2C):

IðCÞ = f $
Nadh;max

Npix
$

Cn

Cn
1=2+C

n
; (Equation 1)

with C being the inducer concentration, I(C) the corresponding fluorescence inten-

sity per pixel, Npix the total number of pixels per cell, C1=2 = 85:6G6:5 ng/mL (the

inducer concentration for half-maximal expression), n = 1:8G0:1 (the Hill coeffi-

cient), which is consistent with a cooperativity factor of 2 for aTc,35 f = 2:7G0:3 be-

ing a conversion factor between the adhesin number and fluorescence intensity, and

Nadh;max = 17; 400G9;600 molecules/cell (which is close to Nadhð300Þ).

Next, we investigated whether adhesins are homogeneously distributed over the

surface or partially localized. We selected cells with both poles in focus and

measured the fluorescence intensities along the circumference of the cell, at the

poles, and in the middle (Figure 2D). We observed that the fluorescence is normally

distributed along this circumference, where the mean and standard deviation of 41

G 4 a.u./pixel is consistent with the total number of adhesins per cell as determined

above (Figure 2E and Note S1). Next, we measured the fluorescence intensity of 10

pixels in the middle and at one of the poles, and we did not observe any significant

difference (Student’s t test, p = 0.56). Thus, we conclude that the adhesins are homo-

geneously distributed over the cell surface.
Kinetics of adhesin turnover

Next, we were interested in characterizing the kinetics of the adhesin number at a

given inducer concentration, NadhðCÞ, due to their effective production rate aðCÞ
and their effective decay rate beff , with

aðCÞ = amax$
Cn

Cn
1=2+C

n
= NadhðCÞ$beff (Equation 2)

and where amax is the maximum protein production rate. Generally, beff is the sum of

specific degradation rate bdeg due to destruction and the dilution rate bdil due to cell

division.33 The specific degradation rate also strongly depends on environmental

conditions, for example, growth vs. starvation, where degradation machinery has

different activities.36

To determine these rates under growth conditions, we set up an overnight culture of

uninduced GFP-Nb-expressing bacterial cells, which were later back-diluted for 4 h

and then transferred in medium with 100 ng/mL aTc (Figure 3A). We then took sam-

ples at different time points t, labeled them with GFP, and quantified adhesin

expression with fluorescent microscopy (Figures 3A and 3B). We fitted an exponen-

tial growth function for the average intensity per pixel IðtÞ (Note S2):
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Figure 3. The degradation and production rates of synthetic adhesins are determined through different experimental settings

(A) Schematic illustrating the production of adhesins in growing cell cultures where uninduced cells were transferred in medium with aTc.

(B) Production curve of the fluorescence intensity of GFP Nbs labeled with GFP (as in A).

(C) Schematic illustrating the degradation of adhesins during starvation where induced cells were transferred on agarose pads without nutrients or aTc.

(D) Confocal images of the fluorescence intensity of labeled anti-GFP cells over time (as in C). Scale bar, 1 mm.

(E) Decay curve of the fluorescence intensity of GFP Nbs labeled with GFP forced to go toward the autofluorescence intensity values (as in D).

Data points represent mean G SEM.
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IðtÞ = f $
amax

beff
$

Cn

Cn
1=2+C

n
$
�
1� e�t$beff

�
: (Equation 3)

Using f, C1=2, and n as above, the fit to Equation 3 leads to amax = 9;900G2;100

adhesins=cell=h (for example, at 100 ng/mL aTc this corresponds to

að100Þ = 5; 600G1;200 adhesins=cell=h, and which is ultimately also promoter and

plasmid specific33) and beff = 0:78G0:12 h� 1 (n = 6 cells) (Figure 3B). This effective

decay rate is not statistically different from the dilution rate due to cell-division

rate of 0.82G 0.30 h� 1 (n = 8 samples) as we determined fromOD600measurements

of the cell culture (Note S2, Student’s t test, p = 0.6), i.e., dilution dominates over

degradation. Both decay and production rates are consistent with literature values

in related systems.33,37

To measure the specific degradation rate of adhesins during starvation conditions,

we induced adhesion expression followed by labeling with GFP, then transferred

these cells onto agarose pads without nutrients and without inducer (Figure 3C). Us-

ing quantitative fluorescence time-lapse microscopy,38 we monitored the average

fluorescence intensity per pixel over time (Figure 3D). We fitted an exponential

decay function, where now a and bdil are zero as the cells are not dividing (Figure 3E).

We also corrected for potential photofading and active GFP degradation, leading to
Matter 7, 1–19, June 5, 2024 5



Figure 4. The lateral diffusion coefficient of synthetic adhesins in the cell membrane is determined through FRAP experiments

(A) Circular bleached area on labeled GFP Nb-expressing cells. Dotted yellow line represents approximate illustration of the bleached area.

(B) The normalized and corrected-for-photofading fluorescence recovery curve of the bleached area.

(C) Bleached area in different regions of the cell.

(D) Diffusion coefficient corresponding to different areas of the cell.

Scale bars, 2 mm (A and C).

Data points represent mean G SEM; ns, not significant.
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bdeg = 0:05G0:01 h� 1 (n = 16) (Note S2), which is consistent to degradation rates

measured for other E. coli proteins.39 We expect the mechanisms of degradation

to include outer membrane proteases39–41 or periplasmic proteases,42 as has

been elucidated for several outer membrane proteins in E. coli, rather than environ-

mental factors (i.e., extreme temperatures or pH).

Diffusion coefficient

We determined the lateral diffusion constant of adhesins in the outer cell membrane

in vivo through fluorescence recovery after photobleaching (FRAP) on a confocal mi-

croscope.43 First, we chose a bleaching location at three-quarters of the cell length,

and we determined the mobile fraction of Mf = 0:37G0:04 with a diffusion coeffi-

cient ofD = 0:36G0:06 mm2=s (n = 16 cells) (Figures 4A and 4B). We controlled these

measurements for various instrument settings (Note S3). Furthermore, these values

are consistent with measurements on other outer membrane proteins (OMPs) in E.

coli with typical values between 0.05 and 0.6 mm2=s.44 We also expected that the

adhesin LysM domain for peptidoglycan binding would not affect the diffusion

dynamics based on results in previous studies.45,46

We next investigated whether this diffusion constant is dependent on the region of

the cell. Consequently, wemeasured diffusion constants at the center, at three-quar-

ters of the cell length, and at the pole of 0:37G0:05 mm2=s;0:36G0:06 mm2= s, and

0:35G0:06 mm2=s, respectively (Student’s t test, p>0:5) (Figures 4C and 4D). Note

that the raw value at the pole was multiplied by 2 in order to correct for the fact
6 Matter 7, 1–19, June 5, 2024



Figure 5. The single adhesin pair bond-breaking force is measured with an optical trap

(A) Experimental setup: measuring force between cell attached to glass surface and bead held in optical trap (infrared laser), where trap is oscillating

back and forth with frequency f and amplitude A, frequently forming and breaking bonds. Linker length not drawn to same scale as bead and cell.

(B) Representative raw data of laser vs. bead displacement over time (red vs. blue curve, respectively) showing individual attaching and breaking events

(green curve, difference between blue and red, multiplied by stiffness of the optical trap).

(C) Measured breaking forces between the bead and the cell at different concentrations (0 force implies non-binding events).

(D) Fitting 30 ng/mL data in (C) to a sum of multiple Gaussian functions for differentiating between single- and multiple-bond-breaking events.

Data points represent mean G SEM.
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that at this position the fluorescence influx during recovery only proceeds from one

direction. Due to OMPs being organized in islands, there might be other diffusion

kinetics on significantly different time and length scales47 but that are outside of

the present scope. We conclude that the lateral diffusion of the adhesin molecules

in the cell membrane is the same everywhere on the cell surface.

Adhesin bond-breaking force

We used optical trapping experiments to measure the force necessary to break the

molecular bond between a pair of complementary Nb-Ag adhesins48,49 (Figure 5A).

We induced cells to express EPEA Nb (EPEA refers to the 4 amino acids of this small

peptide, i.e., glutamic acid, proline, glutamic acid, alanine) and functionalized strep-

tavidin-coated polystyrene beads (diameter 1:7 mm) to present EPEA Ag-linker-

biotin-streptavidin on their surface49,50 (experimental procedures). We introduced

these functionalized beads into a custom-made flow cell and captured an individual

bead with the optical trapping laser. We then brought the bead into contact with an

E. coli cell that was unspecifically bound by poly-L-lysine (PLL) to the glass surface of

the flow cell. After confirming contact between bead and cell, we oscillated the
Matter 7, 1–19, June 5, 2024 7
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optical trapping laser back and forth with frequencies and amplitudes in the ranges

of f = 0:01 � 0:22 Hz and A = 2:2 mm, respectively. This led to frequent binding and

subsequent breaking events between the bead and the cell, as recorded by the

displacement between bead and laser, which—when multiplied by the calibrated

stiffness of the optical trap—reveals the corresponding breaking forces (experi-

mental procedures) (Figure 5B).

Zero breaking force implies that no attachment had formed between bead and cell

prior to pulling. For the majority of the 282 trials conducted, we used a loading rate

of 20 pN/s; however, we investigated a range of loading rates between 5 pN/s and

100 pN/s, finding no statistically significant variation in Nb-Ag bond rupture force.

We observed a distribution of breaking forces for different levels of aTc induction

(Figure 5C). Note that forces above �40 pN are not considered valid due to equip-

ment limitations, as the force-displacement relationship for the optical trap becomes

non-linear, which does not affect reliability of the reported final results (experimental

procedures). We did not observe any binding at 0 ng/mL aTc induction, implying

that the cell-bead attachment is adhesin specific (Figure 5C). Given the density of

potential binding sites observed in fluorescence measurements above, we esti-

mated 30 ng/mL aTc to form between 0 and 2 adhesin bonds given the dimensions

of the cell, bead, and length of the entire adhesin bond (including linkers) (Figure 2

and Note S4). We then hypothesized that this force distribution (Figure 5C) clusters

around multiples of approximately 16 pN, a value that would correspond to the sin-

gle bond rupturing force. Consequently, we fitted a sum of two Gaussian distribu-

tions centered on multiples of an unknown value and obtained a breaking force of

Fb = 16:1G0:4 pN (n = 14 cells) (Figure 5D); in contrast, fitting to a single or three

Gaussians led to poor fits (Note S4). In addition, we determined that multiple pulling

trials on the same cell did not lead to a significant destruction of the adhesins, illus-

trated by the cell’s ability to keep forming bonds with the bead after several binding/

unbinding events (Note S4). We also attempted to determine the binding kinetics

kon and koff , similar to data reported in El-Kirat-Chatel et al.51 Given our instrument

resolution, we can only provide the lower bound for kon to be 1.5 M� 1s� 1, while koff
could not be distinguished to be different from 0 (Note S4).

Note that different Ag-Nb pairs are expected to have different bond-breaking

forces in general. Based on the molecular interactions involved (i.e., electrostatic

interactions, hydrogen bonds, van der Waals forces, and hydrophobic interactions),

bond-breaking forces are expected to be on the order of tens of pN; for example,

atomic force microscopy reveals the rupture force for the Nb-GFP complex in vitro52

in the range of 28–56 pN, or for natural adhesins, such as cadherins, the rupture varies

between 35 and 150 pN.53 Furthermore, these values can be modulated by changing

the Ag-Nb affinities, for example due to point mutations that determine the structure

of the binding sites54 or through the development of fusion nanobodies.55 Other

engineered systems that promote cell-cell binding, such as the Spycatcher-Spytag

system with its covalent interactions, present breaking forces above 1 nN.56

Tuning ELM properties: Tensile strength

We next investigated whether macroscopic material properties could be quantita-

tively tuned and predicted from these molecular and cellular parameters. We chose

tensile strength as a suitable test bed, which is defined as the maximum stress (i.e.,

pulling force per cross-sectional area) that a material can withstand before breaking.

We used the previously developed homophilic cells,7 i.e., cells expressing both Ag

and Nb adhesin of the same p53TA pair, which leads to a homogeneous material
8 Matter 7, 1–19, June 5, 2024
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of one cell type and avoids mixing issues when working with the two strains, each just

expressing one of the corresponding adhesins15 (Note S5). We prepared high-cell-

density pellets through centrifugation inside a syringe, which were then extruded

through a blunt needle with a syringe pump that was kept at a constant flow rate.

The extruded material string eventually ruptures under its own weight (Figures 6A

and 6B).

This rupture point allowed us to experimentally determine the tensile strength sexp =

mg=As = rlsg, with the gravitational forcemg, the cross-sectional area As, the length

ls, and the volume Vs = lsAs of extruded material string below the breaking point,

the material density r = m=Vs = 1;100G50 kg=m3, and the standard gravity g =

9:81 m=s2. This then led to tensile strengths sexpðCÞ in the range of to 1:37 � 3:53

kPa, depending on induction level C (Figure 6C). The fact that the tensile strength at

zero induction level, sexpð0Þ, is not zero can be understood from other (potentially

non-specific) adhesive interactions between cells.57 The difference in tensile strength

between non-induced and induced cells of dexpðCÞ = sexpðCÞ � sexpð0Þ is then due

to synthetic adhesin pairs. Under the present experimental conditions, this ‘‘excess

tensile strength’’ dexpðCÞ also appears to be proportional to the synthetic adhesin

expression level according to Equation 1 (Figure 6C and Note S5). We thus observed

a systematic and significant increase in string length and, hence, tensile strength be-

tween non-induced, partially induced, and fully induced adhesin levels (Figure 6C),

highlighting the tunability of this material property.
Quantitative bottom-up material property predictions

Finally, we investigated whether this excess tensile strength, dðCÞ, could be pre-

dicted from first principles and quantitatively based on the earlier measured

molecular and cellular parameters. dðCÞ depends on the number of adhesin bonds

between neighboring cells that need to rupture, which in turn depends on the

area of contact between any two cells as well as the overall ordering of cell packing.

We performed confocal imaging of the material string to investigate how cells are

packed and ordered after having been extruded. We observed dense packing,

i.e., a solid-to-volume fraction of fsv = 0:5 (also confirmed by OD600 measurements),

which is close to the theoretical maximum, yet we did not detect any significant

alignment of cells based on the circular mean analysis (Figure 6D and Note S5).

We therefore conclude that the cell packing is dense but largely disordered, likely

similar to a compact disordered spherocylinder packing as was modeled previ-

ously58 (Note S5).

For the material string to rupture under its own weight, all cell-cell contacts in one

cross-sectional area need to break apart. Due to the curvature of the cells and the

adhesin pair length of 2M = 8 nm, only adhesins within a certain contact area can

actually contribute to the adhesion between any two cells (Figure 6E and Note

S5). We correspondingly define the fraction of the total cell area, Acon (dimension-

less), that is committed to this cell-cell contact and needs to break apart. Acon de-

pends on how the two cells are placed relative to each other, varying between

0.002 and 0.036 (Figure 6F and Note S5). Furthermore, any cell could have one or

multiple such contact areas that need to break apart. This number depends on pack-

ing arrangement and, thereby, the total number of nearest neighborsNc that any cell

has physical contact with, and where many packing arrangements are possible (Fig-

ure 6G). Here we consider for simplicity only the ordered packing of a primitive

tetragonal lattice,59 with Nc = 6, as well as disordered packing, with Nc � 4 (Fig-

ure 6G andNote S5). In these cases, only about one such contact area needs to break
Matter 7, 1–19, June 5, 2024 9



Figure 6. Macroscopic material properties can be quantitatively predicted from the molecular and cellular adhesin properties as demonstrated on

tensile strength as an example

(A) Schematic of three snapshots in time of an E. coli cell pellet being extruded from the syringe, where the stress near the syringe increases as the string

gets longer.

(B) Picture of the material string breaking.

(C) The rupture length and corresponding tensile strength, sexpðCÞ, of the material string depending on different adhesion levels (red and green points:

different experimental days; whisker plot, min; lower quartile, median; upper quartile, max; circled green dot, outlier).

(D) Confocal image revealing dense packing but no obvious alignment of cells inside the material string (see Note S5).

(E) Schematic of presumed disordered dense packing of the extruded material (top), where due to curvature and size of adhesion molecules two cells

can only have a small surface area of connection (red, bottom); this area depends on the relative configuration between cells as shown in (F).

(F) Examples of different pairwise configurations of two attached E. coli cells and the corresponding connection area available for synthetic adhesin

binding, Acon (red area, dimensionless, as fraction of total cell surface area; minimal and maximal possible value on top and bottom, respectively).

(G) Examples of different possible 3D packings of cells inside the material and the corresponding number of contact points, Nc: (from top) primitive

tetragonal, hexagonal, disordered packing (many other regular packings are possible, with up to Nc = 1259). Red areas indicate contact points to

nearest cells where cell makes physical contact through adhesins.

(H) Excess tensile strength of the material string due to adhesion, dðCÞ, at 100 ng/mL: modeling a primitive tetragonal lattice with the long axis of cells

arranged perpendicular (blue) and parallel (orange) to the rupture plane, respectively, and modeling disordered packing similar to illustration in (E)

(gray) (ordering indicated by h); experimental results from (C) (blue horizontal line). Data points represent mean G SEM.

Scale bars, 1 cm (B) and 5 mm (D).
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per cell pair, and no additional correction factor is required in the following deriva-

tion (Figures 6F and 6G; Note S5).

The number of adhesins pairs that need to break per cell is then the product of this area

Acon (Figure 6F) and the total number of adhesins per cell NadhðCÞ at a given inducer

concentration C (Note S5). The homophilic cells encode the Nb and Ag adhesins on

amedium-and low-copy-numberplasmidwith 20–30and10–12 copies, respectively.60

Hence there are about half as many Ag than Nb adhesins, and the Ag adhesins will be

the limiting factor for thenumberofpairwise connectionsbetweenany twocells that can

be formed. We therefore reduce NadhðCÞ as determined above for the medium-copy-

number plasmid (Figure 2) by a correction factor of fp = 0:5. For C = 100 ng/mL aTc

induction, this leads to the average number of adhesin pairs connecting any two cells

(fp$NadhðCÞ$Acon) of 7G2 and 130G30 for perfect vertical and horizontal packing,

respectively (Figure 6G); for the experimentally observed disordered packing, we

then estimate an intermediate value of 30G5 (Note S5).

The total number of cells involved in the tensile rupture event also depends on the

solid-to-volume fraction of cells to the string volume, fsv, the cell volume, Vcell, and

again how cells are ordered, connected to each other, and arranged relative to

the rupture plane. Here h is the height of a cell layer (Figure 6H), with Vcell= h being

the effective area a cell takes up in the rupture plane, thereby determining howmany

cells can be packed into this plane, and with hper = l and hpar = 2r for the highly or-

dered cases (Figure 6H and Note S5). Ultimately, Ncell is proportional to the cross-

sectional area of the material string, As, and therefore does not explicitly depend

on As (Note S5). The predicted excess tensile strength of the material due to the syn-

thetic adhesins then is given by

dmodelðCÞ = fp$NadhðCÞ$Acon$Fb$fsv$h
�
Vcell: (Equation 4)

Based on these considerations, we then compared theoretical and experimental

excess tensile strength atC= 100 ng/mL aTc induction. For the two extreme cell con-

figurations (Figure 6H, orange and dark blue bars), i.e., where cells are perfectly

aligned and packed perpendicular or parallel to the rupture plane, respectively,

we determined dper = 0:17G0:03 kPa and dpar = 1:70G0:25 kPa (errors determined

from uncertainties in the determined biophysical parameters). This also implies

that such highly ordered material would be highly anisotrophic.61 In a more realistic

disordered packing scenario based on our experimental data and analysis (Figure 6D

and Note S5), the cell pellet likely consists of some combination of all possible cell

configurations (Figure 6F), leading to an intermediate excess tensile strength of

davg = 0:50G0:07 kPa (Figure 6H [gray bar] and Note S5). These quantitative bot-

tom-up predictions potentially have limitations, such as: (1) material thinning before

breaking might lead to a smaller cross-section; (2) additional macroscopic material

or ordering defects62 might exist; or (3) adhesin diffusion might lead to more adhe-

sion pairs per contact point. Nevertheless, when comparing with our experimental

results, we find agreement approximately within a factor of �3 for the disordered

model scenario (Figure 6C), being within the bounds of the two highly ordered,

anisotropic model extremes (Figure 6H); agreement also holds true for induction

level of 300 ng/mL (Note S5).
DISCUSSION

In summary, we demonstrated how to measure the key biophysical parameters of

synthetic adhesins using a bacterial Nb-Ag toolbox as an example,7 and how to

then quantitatively predict and tune the macroscopic properties of materials
Matter 7, 1–19, June 5, 2024 11



Table 1. Summary of key biophysical parameters of the synthetic adhesion toolbox

Parameter Symbol Unit Mean
Random
error

Systematic
error Expectation Reference

Total number Nadhð100Þ molecules/cell 7,300 1,800 1,500 6,000–8,000a Salema et al.30

Diffusion rate D mm2=s 0.36 0.06 0.05 0.05–0.6 Spector et al.44

Production rate að100Þ molecules/cell/h 5,600 1,200 900 6,000a Kalisky et al.37

Degradation rate bdeg 1=h 0.05 0.01 0.01 0.13 Maurizi39

Dilution rate bdil 1=h 0.82 0.3 0.1 1.8 Alon33

Bond-breaking force Fb pN 16.2 0.4 1.8 28–45 Klamecka et al.52

See also Equations 1, 2, and 3 for definitions; C1=2 = 85:6G6:5 ng/mL, n = 1:8G0:1;Nadh;max = 17; 400G9; 600 molecules=cell, and amax = 9; 900G2; 100

molecules=cell=h. Parameters will vary for specific adhesin pairs (especially Fb) and genetic inducers; Nadh and a are stated for 100 ng/mL aTc.
aRegarding comparison to literature, a different inducer (and, hence, likely effective different induction levels) was used.
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engineeredwith these adhesins. All measured parameters are summarized in Table 1

and Figure 1C, and the specific values will vary based on the specific synthetic adhe-

sin pairs, plasmids, and promoters used.7,14,33 Existing measurements or estima-

tions in related systems (Table 1) provide additional confidence in our find-

ings30,39,44,52 (Figures 2, 3, 4, and 5). The molecular bond-breaking force can also

be directly related to the molecular KD.
51 Notably, we did not see variations in diffu-

sivity and localization of the adhesins at the cell poles. In this study, we used three

different Nb-Ag pairs, i.e., anti-GFP/GFP (Figures 2, 3, and 4), anti-EPEA/EPEA (Fig-

ure 5), and anti-p53TA/p53TA (Figure 6), where the latter two correspond to adhesin

pairs 2 and 3, respectively, in Glass and Riedel-Kruse.7,63 Each of these adhesin pairs

have properties that made them particularly suitable for the type of experiments,

i.e., fluorescent labeling via GFP, availability of the Ag as easily modifiable peptide,

and the absence of cis interactions on the same cell, respectively. We provided suf-

ficient details and controls that should enable others to perform similar characteriza-

tions on existing (synthetic) adhesins7,14,16–18 as well as newly engineered ones.63

Our results revealed multiple surprises regarding how cell-cell adhesins can deter-

mine and tune the properties of synthetic as well as natural multicellular bacterial

systems. We found that only a very small fraction (� 1%) and small absolute number

of adhesins actually mediate a connection between any two cells, for example, � 1

and � 30 pairs at 30 and 100 ng/mL induction, respectively (Note S4 and Figure 6).

Given their specific and rigid cell shape, each cell has adhesin-mediated contacts

with only� 4 neighboring cells inside a disorderedmaterial, while for highly ordered

packing this number can be much higher (Figure 6G and Note S5). Hence, even if

initially bound adhesins should become damaged during cell-cell separation, the

cellular binding abilities and strengths would stay essentially unaltered over many

cellular binding-unbinding cycles, affecting material-level properties such as

viscosity.

We also investigated the viability of the adhesin-expressing cells over time under

stressful conditions, as well as the stability and capacity to self-regenerate the ELM

(Note S6). We previously demonstrated that these synthetic adhesins are compatible

with cell growth and division and that they do not affect cell viability.7 For further vali-

dation, we now additionally monitored the stability of the ELM over time in buffer

without nutrients and observed that the material consisting of adhesin-expressing

cells was significantly improved compared with non-adhesive cells (Note S6). We

also determined that the material degradation timescale is within a factor of 3

compared to the degradation of adhesins (Note S6). In addition, we explored the

capacity of the material to self-regenerate and determined that even after

several days of exposure to stressful environments (e.g., nutrient deprivation or water
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evaporation), the cells were still viable and led to culture growth with no significant

difference compared to wild-type cells grown under normal conditions (Note S6).

Many opportunities exist for tunability from the molecular adhesin level to the

macroscopic material level, well beyond tuning via gene induction level, as demon-

strated here (Figure 6C). For example, binding forces could be lowered by changing

the Nb coding sequence responsible for the binding specificity,18,63 and the number

of adhesins binding between cell pairs could be increased by using longer linkers be-

tween membrane and adhesin domain (Figure 6E), by changes in the membrane

mobility, or by changing the aspect ratio of cells.7 Control over the structural order

of cells inside the material should enable significant tuning of material properties

including anisotropy, as is known from classic inorganic materials59,61 (Figure 6H).

The capabilities of synthetic adhesins enable many stand-out features of ELMs as

investigated and demonstrated by multiple research groups. For instance, a pro-

grammable living material assembly utilizing bacterial adhesion was demonstrated

in wearable sensors to detect bioelectrical signals, whereby these sensors showed

self-healing within minutes after stretching.15 Adhesin-expressing cells can also be

integrated in ELMs capable of responding to environmental cues. This property

was explored by several researchers, for example in the development of living bio-

film-based materials for mercury bioremediation64 or engineered living glue

capable of autonomous self-repair.65 These applications showcase the potential of

adhesin-expressing cells in designing ELMs, where quantitative understanding

and tuning of the adhesin properties, as demonstrated here, will further support

these developments.

Finally, we note that the analytical and quantitative bottom-up prediction of material

properties as demonstrated here for tensile strength (Figure 6) is still rare and chal-

lenging for many ELMs and specific properties.4,6,66 Theories that do exist often do

not provide a reasonable agreement giving non-matching assumptions.67,68 Our

data and model indicate that the material-level excess tensile strength under the

presented experimental conditions is simply the product of molecular adhesin

bond-breaking force and number of adhesin pairs between neighboring cells, and

that cell dimension, cell geometry, and packing order have a fundamental impact

(Figures 6E–6H). This bottom-up predictive power (Figure 6H) will also enable new

top-down approaches for measuring molecular parameters, for example, deducing

the molecular adhesin binding force from the material’s tensile strength. We expect

that mechanistic bottom-up theories for many complex living materials might be

challenging to develop and test, and instead pragmatic finite element simulations

and machine-learning methods with high predictive power yet fewer mechanistic in-

sights will play a significant role in future materials engineering.3,4 Such experi-

mental and theoretical advancements are key for engineered living materials across

different fields, for example, bioprinting of living sensors15 or therapeutics.69 Much

of the outstanding work on ELMs2–4,20 has not yet been paired with quantitative bot-

tom-up predictions or rheological and biological characteristics70; we hope that our

results will stimulate more combined experimental-theoretical work of diverse natu-

ral and engineered living materials.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Resource availability

Lead contact

Further information and requests for resources should be directed to the lead con-

tact, Ingmar H. Riedel-Kruse (ingmar@arizona.edu).
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Materials availability

This study did not generate new unique reagents.

Data and code availability

All analyzed data are available in the manuscript or the supplemental information.

Raw data and modeling scripts are available upon reasonable request.

Plasmids and strains

TheMG1655 E. coli strain obtained from the E. coliGenetic Stock Center (CGSC 6300)

was used for all experiments in this study. Plasmids were transformed into chemically

competent cells following standard protocol.7 Plasmids were sourced from our

earlier work,7 and the copy number was indicated by previously published litera-

ture60: pDSG339 (pSB3K3_TetR_pTet_Neae2v1_antiGFP) (GenBank: MH_492430),

pDSG320 (pSB3K3_TetR_pTet_Neae2v1_antiEPEA) (GenBank: MH_492391), and

pDSG321 (pSB3K3_TetR_pTet_Neae2v1_antiP53TA) (GenBank: MH_492393) are me-

dium-copy-number plasmids (20–30), whereas pDSG288 (pSB4A3_TetR_pTet_

Neae2v1_P53TA) (GenBank: MH_492378) is a low-copy-number plasmid (10–12).

Number of adhesins and spatial surface distribution

Anti-GFP-expressing E. coli cells were aerobically grown overnight at 37�C in Luria-

Bertani (LB) medium supplemented with kanamycin. Membrane adhesin expression

was induced by adding different concentrations of aTc. Both the induced cells and

the wild-type control were harvested by centrifugation at 3,000 rpm for 5 min and

resuspended in a PBS solution with 0.5% BSA for surface treatment. GFP was added

to the bacterial cells and left to incubate for 30min, then spun down and washed with

0.5% BSA/0.1 M PBS solution three times. The cells were then added to a solution of

GFP of known concentration, c = 365 nM. Four microliters of cell culture was spotted

on a glass slide.

Confocal fluorescence images were recorded with a Zeiss 700LSM laser scanning

confocal microscope equipped with a 10-mW laser. The 488-nm laser line was

selected for GFP excitation. The sample was visualized with a 633 oil-immersion

objective lens (numerical aperture [NA], 1.4), and the pinhole was opened to

1 mm. Images were recorded by scanning the laser over a 16.8 3 16.8 mm field of

view. Images were 1883 188 pixels, with a scan speed of 17.2 ms per pixel and aver-

aged from two successive scans. Laser intensity during image acquisition was main-

tained at 2% to minimize photobleaching.

Kinetics of adhesin turnover

To determine the adhesin production rate, the anti-GFP-expressing E. coli cells were

grown under the same conditions as before except that adhesin expression was not

induced. After 24 h, the bacterial cell culture was back diluted 1:1,000 and incubated

for another 4 h to reach the exponential growth phase. They were then harvested by

centrifugation at 3,000 rpm for 5 min and transferred to LB medium with 0.1 mg/mL

aTc. Samples of 100 mL were then collected every 20 min and spun down, followed

by the cells being resuspended in a PBS solution to which recombinant GFP was

added. The incubation period was 30 min, after which the cells were washed three

times with PBS. Four microliters of cell culture was spotted on a glass slide. For

the degradation-rate experiment, the membrane adhesin expression was induced

by adding 0.1 mg/mL aTc. The overnight culture was back-diluted and induced

and after 4 h, the cells in exponential growth phase were harvested by centrifugation

at 3,000 rpm for 5 min, then incubated with recombinant GFP for 30 min, washed

three times with a PBS solution at the same centrifugal settings as above, and
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transferred to an agarose pad38 made of PBS and lacking inducer. Two microliters of

cells was spotted on the agarose pad.

Confocal images were recorded by scanning the laser over a field of view that was

typically 20.33 20.3 mm (2243 224 pixels). Images were averaged from two succes-

sive scans. Laser intensity during image acquisition was maintained at 2% and the

pinhole to 1 a.u.

Diffusion coefficient

Anti-GFP cells were grown as presented above. Membrane adhesin expression was

induced by adding aTc. Prior to measurements, the culture was diluted approxi-

mately 1:1,000 into the same medium and grown at 37�C under constant shaking

for 4 h. Cephalexin was added to 30 g/mL and the cells were grown for a further

45 min. Cells were harvested by centrifugation at 2,000 rpm (to prevent breakage

of the elongated cells) for 5 min and resuspended in a PBS solution. Recombinant

GFP was then added to the bacterial cells and left to incubate for 30 min, then

washed three times with PBS. Four microliters of cell culture was spotted between

a glass slide and a coverslip. During the entire experiment, the stage was heated

to 25�C using a climate chamber.

The confocal images were acquired using a 633 oil-immersion objective lens (NA,

1.4) under an incubation temperature of 37�C. Images were recorded by scanning

the laser over a field of view that was typically 16.9 3 16.9 mm. The resolution of

the images was kept low at 32 3 32 pixels, with a scan speed of 16 ms per pixel

to minimize photobleaching. Laser intensity during image acquisition was main-

tained at 2%. A series of ten prebleach images were acquired, after which the laser

was pulsed once at a selected region of the cell with 100% intensity to bleach the

area but at a lower scan speed to ensure sufficient bleaching. Postbleach images

were recorded at 40-ms intervals for a total of 5 s.

Adhesin bond-breaking force

Anti-EPEA-expressing E. coli cells were grown overnight, and adhesin expression

was induced by adding different concentrations of aTc. The overnight culture

was back diluted and induced, and after 4 h, cells were harvested by centrifugation

at 3,000 rpm for 5 min. The cells were then resuspended 1:10 in PBS. Biotin-Ahx-

EPEA peptide was synthesized by GenScript at >95% purity (Ahx: aminohexanoic

acid linker used to create extra space between the biotin and the protein for

efficient access of biotin-binding entities50). The lyophilized peptides were

resuspended in water, and their concentration was quantified on a NanoDrop

One using the A205/31 method. The biotinylated protein was then attached to

the streptavidin-coated beads, purchased from Spherotech (catalog no. SVP-15-

5), according to the protocol presented in the TechNote 101 by Bangs Labora-

tories. The concentration of protein added to the microspheres was

ensured to be in excess such that the binding capacity of the beads reached the

maximum. The final solution of protein-coated beads was at a concentration of

0.5 mg/mL.

A flow chamber consisted of a glass slide presenting two holes connected to plastic

tubing with the inner diameter of 0.02 inches and a 24 3 50-mm coverslip, attached

together by double-sided tape such that the height of the chamber was 0.1 mm.

PLL was injected into the chamber through one of the tubes and left to dry over-

night. The cell-PBS solution was then introduced into the flow chamber at

0.01 mL/min until it was filled and then left to incubate for 30 min.
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Thereafter, the unbound cells were washed using a PBS solution at a flow rate of

0.01 mL/min. Prior to experiments, the bead solution was diluted 1:20 in PBS

and injected into the chamber.

The optical trap was custom built48 on an inverted Nikon Eclipse TE200 microscope

with a Nikon 1003, 1.4 NA oil-immersion objective and a 10 W Nd:YAG 1,064-nm

infrared trapping laser. The trapping beam was steered using an IntraAction

Acousto-optic Deflector (AOD). The driving voltage frequency was controlled by

an IntraAction frequency board in which the frequency was controlled by custom-

written LabView software operated from a Windows 10 operating system. Imaging

of the bead and bacteria was completed using a C7300 Hamamatsu camera

using custom-written LabView software. The protein-coated microsphere was

captured using the optical trap with the laser moving back and forth using an

AOD and a custom-written LabView code. The laser frequency of oscillation of

nlaser � 0:01/0:22 Hz and a spatial amplitude, A, of oscillation were tuned to ensure

contact between bead and E. coli and subsequent bond breakage (A was typically

between 2.2 and 2.3 mm). For calibration of the trapping laser spring constant, a

spherical polystyrene bead was held at the focal point of the trapping laser while cali-

bration was performed. Using custom-written LabView software, the trapping stiff-

ness, klas, was measured by two methods: equipartition theorem and power spec-

trum analysis.48 To obtain this information, a low-power green laser aligned with

the trapping laser was used in combination with a Thor Labs Photo-Quadrant Diode

(PQD). The calibration laser was focused down to the back focal plane of the objec-

tive in which the PQD reads a voltage level associated with the displacement of the

trapped bead. Because the trapping stiffness scales linearly with laser power level, to

determine the trapping stiffness at full power, a lower power (and therefore lower

klas) is typically used49 in conjunction with equipartition and power spectrum ana-

lyses. The measured klas was then scaled linearly along with the laser’s power level

to achieve the desired final trapping stiffness. For the spectral density measure-

ments, the displacement of the calibration bead was transformed into a power spec-

tral density in which the cutoff frequency was used to determine optical trap

stiffness.

The flow chambers containing anti-EPEA cells and EPEA-coated microspheres

were mounted onto to the stage of the optical trap. Manually manipulating the

stage, a bead was caught at a distance of approximately 4 mm above the glass

coverslip (i.e., above the bottom of the slide). This bead was then positioned

near an E. coli cell that had been adhered to the coverslip. The bead was then low-

ered to the glass coverslip until contact was made, indicated by observing the

bead leaving the focal plane. The bead was then raised away from the coverslip

by approximately 200 nm. The position of the stage was then held constant, and

the trapping beam was moved by varying the AOD input acoustic frequency

(naod) so that the bead moved laterally back and forth in a triangular wave pattern

at a constant frequency (nlaser). The position of the stage was adjusted so that the

bead made contact with the bacterium at the peak of the triangular wave pattern.

As the laser is moved away from the bacterium, if the bead has attached to the

bacterium, the bead will start to become horizontally displaced from the focal

point of the trapping laser. We conducted 282 individual pull force trials, moving

the bead perpendicular to the long axis of the bacterium. Typically, the force-

displacement curve of the optical trap is linear; however, in our setup, at values

above 400 nm from the trap equilibrium (40 pN with our laser power), the force-

displacement relationship becomes non-linear. Therefore, forces above 40 pN

(i.e., corresponding to more than two adhesin pairs being ruptured) are not
16 Matter 7, 1–19, June 5, 2024
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included in further analysis so as not to skew the final results. Images and AOD

input frequency from each trial were analyzed using custom-written MATLAB

code in order to correlate the center of the polystyrene bead to the actual location

of the trapping laser. Image analysis was performed using custom-written code in

MATLAB. The difference in location between the laser focal point and bead, Ds,

was extracted from the data. The rupture-strength force was then computed,

Frup = klas 3 Ds, where Frup is the peptide rupture force.
Tuning ELM properties: Tensile strength

A preculture (3 mL) of homophilic p53 TA E. coli strain was grown overnight. Next

day, the preculture was transferred to 500 mL of LB supplemented with the corre-

sponding antibiotics and after 4 h of incubation, the adhesin expression was induced

by adding aTc. Twenty-four hours after induction, the cells were harvested by

centrifugation at 4,000 3 g for 10 min. The supernatant was then removed and

the cell pellet transferred in a 10-mL syringe. After sealing the syringe tip and fixing

the plunger in place, the cell pellet was centrifuged again at 4,000 3 g for 8 min to

remove air bubbles. To extrude the material from the syringe, a syringe pump was

turned sideways and the flow was set to 0.2 mL/min. A blunt syringe tip with a diam-

eter of 0.8 mm was attached to the syringe tip.
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